RoDI® – Rosenberger Diagnostic Interface Products

The new developed RoDI® connectors are recommended for building services, industrial control and bus systems. The contact system consists of 5 contacts. With its magnetic locking mechanism, the connector is easy to use and applicable in rough environment!

**Products**
- Cable assemblies with connectors for diagnostics and data transfer
- Customized cable assemblies with standard connectors, e.g. USB or modular connectors
- PCB and panel connectors

**Applications**
- Maintenance diagnostics
- Building services (e.g. heating units)
- Industrial control and automation
- Bus systems and USB applications
- Rough environment

**Product Features**
- Magnetic locking system
- 2 Codings (magnetic and color)
- 5 Contacts
- Waterproof IP 65/IP 67 (panel connector disconnected)
- Self connecting
- Safe contact pressure
- Powerless connection
- High mating cycles